
PLATFORM FOR GREATER FREIGHT SAVINGS

Logistics professionals are struggling with the high cost of legacy transportation management systems (TMS) and their time-
consuming implementations. Kuebix solves this by offering a modular, scalable and intuitive TMS platform that supports all modes of 
transportation. Users can rapidly connect parcel, LTL, truckload, rail, ocean and air carriers on the Kuebix platform. And since it’s built 
on the latest cloud technology, Kuebix can seamlessly scale to meet the needs of supply chains of all sizes and complexities.

Kuebix software connects customers, suppliers and carriers using one platform, giving them complete visibility and control of their 
shipping operations. Kuebix allows companies to compare all their rates side-by-side and choose the best carrier for each shipment, 
leading to substantial cost savings and better customer service. After selecting a rate, Kuebix streamlines the entire shipping process 
including creating and printing BOLs, tracking and tracing shipments, managing the cost of shipping down to the SKU level, freight 
invoice management and much more. With robust analytics built into Kuebix TMS, shippers are empowered to make better shipping 
decisions and turn their logistics operations into a profit center.

THE KUEBIX ADVANTAGE

• Modular cloud-based software using a single code base - scaling to meet the changing needs of any size supply chain 
• All modes of transportation in a single system
• In production fast – complete implementations measured in weeks and months rather than quarters and years 
• Actionable analytics that help shippers make smarter shipping decisions and hold carriers and suppliers accountable
• Seamless integrations with ERP and WMS systems

KEY FEATURES

Negotiated Rates – Users can automatically connect any carrier, for any mode to view and compare their negotiated rates side-by-
side. This allows shippers  to choose the best rate and service level for each shipment, saving time and money in the process.

Spot Rates – Shippers can use Kuebix Load Match to quickly and easily receive 
spot bids from Kuebix’s vast carrier network to compare and book side-by-
side with their negotiated rates. This service is free to use and helps shippers 
expand their booking options to always get the best rate and service type for 
their needs.

ERP and WMS Integrations – Integrations enable Kuebix TMS to connect and 
exchange vital information with other internal business applications to extend 
the benefits – automation, efficiency, cost-savings, and processing speed. By 
integrating an ERP or WMS, companies save valuable time and money and can 
better service their customers.
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KEY FEATURES

Book – Carrier relationships are strengthened when shippers book their freight directly through Kuebix. Once carriers are connected, 
shippers can book freight in the time it takes to book a flight online without the need for any back-and-forth with the carrier. 

Reports and Analytics – Kuebix TMS generates actionable reports and dashboards that help users understand every detail of what 
they are spending on freight. Carrier scorecards, financial analytics and shipment trends help manage carrier relationships more 
effectively and ensure shippers can make smarter shipping decisions. These analytics help users to strategically position their 
company for decreased spend and increased service levels.

Freight Invoice Management with an Integration – With Freight Invoice Management, carrier invoices are automatically compared to 
the approved rate quote for each shipment. Discrepancies such as an unexpected lift gate fee or an incorrect detention charge are 
immediately visible to be acted upon. Once the shipper has determined the amount they want to pay, they can choose to automatically 
deduct the exception from the invoice or approve it for processing. The integrated ERP is automatically updated with the new invoice 
information and ready for payment.

Financial Management – Kuebix allows users to add important GL codes to invoices for every line item as well as keeps track of the 
payment’s terms with carriers, assisting with swift carrier invoice payment. These two financial functions help companies keep track 
of specific expenses and ensure that cash flow isn’t impeded by paying bills too early. 

Prepay and Add – Kuebix’s prepay and add functionality enables logistics professionals to add a percentage or flat rate upcharge to 
their negotiated carrier rates. These additional fees help to cover costs such as shipping, handling and unforeseen accessorials, 
positively impacting the bottom line.

Claims Management - With Claims Management, shippers can maintain all historical claim details to ensure no claims go overlooked. 
Photos and other documentation are stored within a single repository for easy access.
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